In my paper [F3] I more or less explicitly conjectured that if A is a complete local integral domain with maximal ideal m and if I = (t ί9 , t n ) is an ideal in A with n < dim (A) -2, then Spec (A/7) -m is G3 in Spec (A) -m. This will be proved in this paper.
§ 1. Notations All rings are commutative, noetherian and have a unit. If A is such a ring, J c: α cz A two ideals, such that A is complete in the J^-aάic topology, then X: = Spec (A), Y: = Spec (A\J) cl, Z:= Spec (A/a) c Y, U:= X -Z, X:= Spf (A) = formal completion of X along Y and U:= formal completion of U along U Π Y. If anywhere in this paper there appears a ring A with ideals J and α, these notations are used without further comment. If there occur other rings A u A 2 , with ideals JΊ, J^z, * * and ctj, α 2 , , then X l9 X 2 , , U u U 2 , etc. are defined according to these data in the same way as above.
If / moves in a system of generators for ajJ, then U can be glued together from the Spf (A (/) ), where A (/) is the ./-adic completion of the ordinary localisation A (/) . If M is a finitely generated A-module, then M induces a coherent sheaf on X and U. Sheaves arising in this way are called algebraic. So over X any coherent sheaf is algebraic.
The elementary commutative algebra of [M] is used without explicit comment. Let A,«/, α be as above, with A local integral and universal catenary. If X r is the projective A-scheme obtained by blowing up Y in X, then some easy calculations as in [F2], Lemma 2 show that X' is integral and that for all closed points xe X' we have dim {Θ XtX >) = dim (A).
In an abuse of language a ring A is called unmixed if for all maximal ideals m of A and all minimal prime ideals f)Cmwe have dim ((A/p) m ) = dim (A). By the above we see without any difficulty that for a universal catenary unmixed ring A any ring of an affine piece of the scheme obtained by blowing up an ideal in A has the same properties and the same dimension as A. §2. The G3-Theorem THEOREM 1. Let A be an unmixed integral domain which has a dualising complex. Let J <= α c A be two ideals such that I = (t u , t n )
Then every formal meromorphic function on U is contained in Q{A) y the field of fractions of A. (equivalently, U f] Y is GS in U.) Proof Let X f be the scheme obtained by blowing up ycϊ Then X f is integral. If B is the affine ring of one of the affine pieces of X\ consider the ring U (B: b) = Π B p <^ Q(A), where b runs through all ideals of B with height (b) > 2 and p through all prime ideals of B with height (p) < 1. By [Fl] , Satz 2 this ring is finite over B, and for the various JB'S these rings glue together to a finite, quasicoherent 0^,-algebra. Let W be the scheme associated with this algebra and p the natural mapping p: W-+X. Then W is integral, p is proper and dominant, for all closed points xe Wdim(Θ XfW ) = dim(X) and all local rings of W satisfy the S 2condition. As X r can be imbedded in X X P n~x and as p~\Z) is finite over the preimage of Z in X', we get that dim (p~\Z)) < dim(Z) + n -1 < dim (X) -3.
Let / be a formal meromorphic function on U. Let V = p~\U) c: W and V and W the formal schemes obtained by completing along p~\Y). Then / induces a formal meromorphic function on V, and I show that / can be extended to a formal meromorphic function on W. For this consider an affine piece Spf (Aj) of W, where A x is the completion of an affine ring of W in the J^-adic topology. Then all maximal ideals of A λ have height > dim(X) and Z x = Spf (A,) Γ\p'\Z) is defined by an ideal a t c A, with dim (AJa^ < dim (X) -3. It is also wellknown that A x is unmixed, and we may assume that J Ά x~ J x is generated by a single element teA with ίeα 1# We have to prove, that /e Q(Aj) (= total ring of fractions of Aj).
Let / c= 0^ be the ideal defined by / = O ύx Γ[f-χ .O ύl = {x\xeΘ ϋl and f'Xβ 0#J. After multiplying / with some power of t, we may assume that t is not a divisor of zero in ΘΰJ/. (Here we use that A x and the local rings in Θ ύχ fulfill S 2 .) / and 1 both define global sections of the coherent 0^-sheaf 8F -#fom Θϋ {/, Θΰ^ By the hypotheses on Θΰjf we get an inclusion
and we have £n exact sequence where the last module is contained in Γ{U U M ? omo ui {/It-/, Θtjt-ΘtT he last module is finitely generated by [Fl] , Satz 2, and by the hypotheses on / it is easy, to see, that for all minimal primeoverideals p of tΆ 1 its localisation in p is a free A^module generated by the image of the natural inclusion / c: φ ύι9 which is an element of Γ{U x ,^) t Let M:= Γ(U ly^) . As M is separated in the ί-adic topology and as M/t-M is a finitely generated A Γ module, M is finitely generated over A lβ By assigning to every α e A x the mapping / -> 0^ defined by the multiplication with α, we get an injection A x Q M. As for all minimal primeoverideals p of t-Ai the localisation of this mapping in p induces a surjection A hp -> (Γ(U U jfom^JL/lt-/, OύJt-QύdX 2 (M/t M\, we get that the localisation of this mapping in p is an isomorphism. Therefore the localisations of these mappings in q for all minimal primeideals q in A t are also isomorphic. As / defines an element of M, we then obtain that fe Q(Ai). From now on we view / as a global meromorphic function on W. By applying the algebraisation-theorem [G] , Th. 5.1.4 to the graph of /, we see that in fact f'as a meromorphic function on W. As the projection p is birational / is in fact an element of Q(A).
Copying the proof of [F3] , Theorem 2, we obtain the following corollaries :
This includes the results about G3 in [S]. § 3. Algebraisation of subsheaves THEOREM 4. Let A be an unmixed ring with two ideals J <= α c: A, swcΛ £Λα£,/ is generated by n elements and such that A is complete in the J-adic topology. Suppose A contains a field k, such that A\J is a finitely generated k-algebra.
Let M be a finitely generated A-module with associated coherent formal sheaf SF on U. Let ^c«f be a coherent formal subsheaf, such that for all fe a and all p e Ass^,, {(^rί (^) ®o ύ A (/) ) dim(A (/) /£) > dim (A/α) + n + 2. Then there exists a submodule N of M, such that & is the coherent sheaf associated with N.
Proof. I first remark that for an unmixed ring A which has a dualising complex any integral quotient and any completion in an ./-adic topology fulfills the same conditions. It is wellknown, that for our ring A these conditions are fulfilled, and that the same in true for all the A (/) . I first prove the theorem for n = 1, so that J is generated by an element tea.
Using the "primary decomposition" of [F3] , Lemma 1, we may assume that for all the p listed in the inequality in our assumption dim (A (f) lp) = s = constant independent of p. We may as well separate the primary components belonging to p'β which contain t from the rest and therefore assume that either t is not a divisor of zero in &\<& or that J^/^ is annihilated by some power of t. In the second case our theorem is trivial, so that from now on we assume that t is regular in J^/^.
Then &!(& + t-&) is algebraic and can be algebraisized by a module of dimension s -1. By Noether's normalisation theorem we can choose •#! , -,x s -ί 6 A such that A/Ann (^/(^ + t-^)) is finite over Afo, , x s _J. Put Aj:= k[x u , x s _i][[ί]] c: A, ^Ί:= ί Aj and a x := a Γ\ A 1 and copy the proof of the analogous statement in [F3] , Theorem 3. Now let J> be arbitrary again. Let X' be the projective A-scheme obtained by blowing up Y c: X 9 p the canonical mapping X r -• X and Y': = p-J (Y), Z': = p~ι(Z). Then dim (Z') < dim (Z) + n -1. Let £/': = X' -Z f , X f and U' the formal completions along Y'. We may again assume that dim (A (/) /p) = s = constant for all the p's in our assumption.
Let / ci tf^, be the intersection of all primary components of dimension >s of (Aτm Θύ (^l&^ Θfj,.
By some local calculation it is seen that Supp iβtΊf) ίΞ U' is mapped by p onto Supp (&Ί&) c fj. By our theorem for the case n -\ β can be continued to a coherent ideal on X ; , which by [G] , Th. 5.1.4 is given by an ideal in X. Finally we get an ideal b c; A with dim (A/b) = s, such that b annihilates &\<&.
We then may reduce to the case where ^\^ is annihilated by a primeideal p c: A with dim (A/j)) = s, and the proof may be finished similar to ΪF3], Theorem 3 using the fact that A/p is G3.
If we copy the proof of [F3] Theorem 3, where the complete tensor product A (x) fc {AjJ>) must be replaced by the ordinary tensor product A ®fc (A/S) (which makes a lot of things easier than there), we get the following corollaries, where in the second one we consider the completion of the ring of the affine cone over a projective scheme in an </-adic topology: COROLLARY 
Let k be a field, A the completion of k[T l9
, T n ] in an Jf-adίc topology, where J c: A is a primeideal, such that k is algebraically closed in Q{AjJ) and such that Q{Aj<f) is separable over k. Let a 3 J be another ideal. Suppose M a finitely generated A-module, ίF the associated coherent formal sheaf on U and & a coherent subsheaf of !F, such that for all fea and all p e ABS AΦ ((&!&) 
Then there exists a submodule N of M, such that & is the coherent sheaf associated with N. COROLLARY 6. Let kbea field, X^Pla geometrically integral subscheme and Z <Ξ X a closed subscheme. Let U:= Pi -Z, U:-formal completion of U along X -Z. Suppose Ϋ c: ϋ is a closed formal subscheme, such that for all closed points yeY and all associated primeideals p of Θ Vt γ
(where again dim (0):= -1)
Then there exists a closed subscheme Y<Ξ £/, such that Ϋ is the formal completion of Y. §4. G3 and cohomological dimension
As the relation between G3 and cohomological dimension does not seem to be quite obvious, I state the following result, where the notation cd(X) for a noetherian scheme X denotes the maximal p with H p (X, some coherent sheaf) Φ 0:
, TJ], p, q c R primeideals, such that k is algebraically closed in Q(Rlp) and such that Q(R/p) is separable over k. If dim (R/p) + dim (22/q) > n + 2, Jfterc ccί(Spec (fl/q) -Spec (fi/(p + q))) < dim (Λ/q) -2.
Proo/. By Corollary 2 the formal completion of Spec (R/q) -{m} (m = maximal ideal of R) along Spec (R/(p + q)) is G3 and therefore the ring of global sections of this formal scheme is contained in Q(R/q). If x z> q is a primeideal of hight 1 in Rjq, then by the dimension-inequalities of Serre dim (R/(p + t)) > 0 and therefore p + x is not m-primary. Hence every section of our formal scheme is contained in (R/q) v ίΞ Q(ϋ/q). By [Fl] , Satz 2 the intersection of these (22/q) t is finite over R/q, and so is our ring of global sections. As the cokernel of the canonical morphism of Rjq in the ring of global sections of our formal scheme is equal to Km (HJ,(JB/(q + p s ))) 9 we arrive at the conclusion that there exists an element xe R -q which annihilates this module. By local duality this module is paired with lim (ExtJ^CR/ίq + p s ), R), so that x also annihilates the latter module.
Let d = dim (R/q). By Lichtenbaum's theorem H$(Rlq) = 0 and for all xe R -q H*-\RI(q + x R)) = 0. Therefore Hf~\ ) is right-exact on i?/q-modules and vanishes on all torsion-i?/q-modules.
We have a spectral sequence q, R)) =» lim Here Eξ* q = 0 for q < τι -d, and for q> n -d the annihilator of 25j β is https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0027763000018699 Downloaded from https://www.cambridge.org/core. IP address: 54.70.40.11, on 04 Feb 2020 at 23:11:29, subject to the Cambridge Core terms of use, available at strictly larger than q. As we have seen above the latter property is also fulfilled by the E% q for p + q = n -1. Therefore we may conclude that also the annihilator of E d~Un~d = H d -\Ext n R -d (R/q, R) ) is strictly larger than q. Let M = Ext£" d (R/q, R). Then Mis a torsionfree jR/q-module of rank 1. Take an x e R -q which annihilates H d~\ M) .
Then by the long x exact sequence of cohomology for 0
But the second module is 0 by Lichtenbaum's theorem, and so is the first. As there exists an injection M Q R/q, we may again use the long exact sequence for cohomology and conclude that H d~\ Rlq) = 0 and therefore i/^Xany i?/q-module) = 0. This proves our corollary. §5. Applications to complex analytic geometry Let Xcpja closed irreducible analytic subset. Then X is algebraic. If U Ξ2 X is an open set, then any complex analytic object on U (as a meromorphic function or an analytic set) induces an analogous object on the complex analytic pendant of the formal completion of P n c along X. By the usual GAGA-theory these objects come from formal algebraic objects. If these formal algebraic objects are algebraic in the usual sense then we may conclude that the analytic objects we started with can be continued to analytic objects on the whole of P n c . Therefore we get the following corollaries: COROLLARY 8. Let X, Y' ^ P n c be closed irreducible analytic subsets, such that dim(X) + dim(y) > n. If U ^Y is a connected open neighbourhood of X Π Y in Y, (X Π Y is connected by GAGA and Corollary 3) , and if f is a meromorphic function on U, then f can be extended as a meromorphic function on Y. COROLLARY 9. Let X <Ξ PI be a closed irreducible analytic subset, U^±X an open neighbourhood of X in P n c . If A ^U is a closed analytic subset, all whose irreducible components have a dimension > n -dim (X), then there exists a closed analytic subset B ^P n c and an open neighbourhood V^U of X, such that A Π V = B Π V.
